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Definition

Definition
A function f : R→ R has Luzin’s (N), if λ(A) = 0 implies
λ(f [A]) = 0 for all A ⊆ R.

Theorem (Folklore?)
For functions of bounded variation, Luzin’s (N) is equivalent to
absolute continuity.



Complexity of Luzin’s (N)

Theorem (Holický, Ponomarev, Zaj́jček & Zelený)
Luzin’s (N) is a Π1

1-complete property on C([0,1], [0,1]).

Proposition (Lebesgue)
A function f : R→ R has Luzin’s (N), if λ(A) = 0 implies
λ(f [A]) = 0 for all compact A ⊆ R.



Randomness

1. Basic idea: x ∈ {0,1}N is random, if it fulfills no “rare
effective property”.

2. More concrete: x ∈ {0,1}N is random, iff it is contained in
no “effective set of zero measure”.

3. A Martin-Löf test is an effective sequence of Σ0
1-sets

(Un)n∈N with λ(Un) < 2−n; and it witnesses that no point in⋂
n∈N Un is Martin-Löf random.

4. A Σ0
1-set is given as an effective enumeration of prefixes.

5. There is a universal Martin-Löf test.



∆1
1-randomness

Definition
We call x ∆1

1-randomn, iff
I For any effective Borel null set A, x /∈ A.
I Equivalently: x is Martin-Löf random relative to every

hyperarithmetical oracle.

Kleene’s O ∈ {0,1}N codes which computable
countably-branching trees are well-founded.



Computability and classical analysis

I Points are random iff all computable functions are
differentiable there (Brattka, Miller, Nies).

I Hausdorff-dimension of sets is characterized by
Kolmogorov complexity of points; leading to new proof of
Kakeya conjecture in dimension 2 (Lutz & Lutz)

I σ-homeomorphism of spaces corresponds to having the
same generalized Turing degrees of points; resolving a
problem by Jayne (Kihara & P)



Main result

Theorem
The following are equivalent for an effectively Borel measurable
f : R→ R:
I f has Luzin’s (N).
I Whenever f (x) is Π1

1-random, then so is x.
I Whenever f (x) is ∆1

1(O)-random, then so is x.
I Whenever f (x) is ∆1

1-random, then so is x; and for almost
all y we find that f−1({y}) is countable.



Ruling out lower randomness?

Proposition
There is a computable function f : [0,1]→ [0,1] reflecting
MLR(∅′)-randomness lacking Luzin’s (N).

Question
Can a computable function reflect ∆1

1-randomness but fail
Luzin’s (N)?



Barely randomness are not hyp-below very randoms

Definition
X ≤h Y if there is some Y -computable ordinal α such that
X ≤T Y (α).

Theorem
Let Y be ∆1

1(Z )-random and Π1
1-random, let X be ∆1

1-random
and let X ≤h Y. Then X is ∆1

1(Z )-random.
This is a higher-level analogue of a theorem by Miller and Yu.

Corollary
Let Z ≥ O. If X is ∆1

1-random, Y is ∆1
1(Z )-random and X ≤h Y,

then X is ∆1
1(Z )-random.



Why Luzin’s (N) is randomness-reflection

Fact
Any Σ1

1-null set is contained in a ∆1
1-null set.

Lemma
The following are equivalent for computable f : R→ R:

1. f has Luzin’s (N).
2. ∀p ∈ {0,1}N ∃q ∈ {0,1}N f (x) ∈ MLR(q)⇒ x ∈ MLR(p)

3. ∀p ∈ {0,1}N f (x) ∈ ∆1
1−random(p)⇒ x ∈ ∆1

1−random(p)

4. ∀p ≥T O f (x) ∈ ∆1
1−random(p)⇒ x ∈ ∆1

1−random(p)



Friedman’s conjecture

Theorem (Martin)
If A is an uncountable ∆1

1(x)-class such that {x} ≤M A, then
there is some y ∈ A with O ≤h y.

Fact
If O ≤h y, then y is not ∆1

1(O)-random.

Corollary
If computable f reflects ∆1

1(O)-randomness, then then for any
∆1

1(O)-random y we find that f−1(y) is countable.



Countable fibers

Observation
The following are equivalent for computable f :

1. For almost all y it holds that f−1({y}) is countable.
2. For every ∆1

1-random y it holds that f−1({y}) is countable.

Observation
If f−1({y}) is countable for computable f , then ∀x ∈ f−1({y}) it
holds that x ≡h y.



Almost all fibers are countable

Corollary (Banach)

1. If f satisfies Luzin’s (N) and there are a continuous function
g and a Borel set A so that f agrees with g on A, then for
almost every real y ∈ f (A) we find that f−1(y) ∩ A is
countable.

2. If f satisfies Luzin’s (N) and is measurable, then for almost
every real y we find that f−1(y) is countable.

Proposition (ZFC + MA)
There is a function f : [0,1]→ [0,1] having Luzin’s (N) and a
set A ⊆ [0,1] such that f |A is a computable, f [A] is non-null, and
for any y ∈ f [A] the set f−1({y}) ∩ A is uncountable.



Functions with bounded variation

Theorem
The following are equivalent for computable functions
f : [0,1]→ R having bounded variation:

1. f has Luzin’s (N).
2. f reflects weak-2-randomness.
3. f reflects ∅′-Kurtz randomness.
4. f reflects ∆1

1(O)-randomness.
5. f reflects Z -Kurtz randomness for any one Z ≥ ∅′.



Functions with bounded variation II

Proposition
Luzin’s (N) does not imply any of Martin-Löf randomness
reflection, Schnorr randomness reflection nor
computable-randomness reflection; even for strictly increasing
computable functions.
The proof uses results by Bienvenu and Merkle.
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